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Pigeons were given reversal and extradimensional shifts within a
two-dimension two-pair discrimination task. Analysis of learning on the
individual stimulus pairs during shifts indicated that the Ss learned the pairs as
independent subproblems rather than as instances of a single problem.

Subproblem analysis of discrimination shift
learning in the pigeon*

This paper reports an extension of
the subproblem analysis of
discrimination shift learning (Tighe,
Glick, & Cole, 1971) to a previously
untested species. The point of the
subproblem analysis is to determine
whether the stimulus instances of a
shift task have been learned as
independent subproblems rather than
as instances of a single problem.
Application of the analysis requires an
extradimensional (ED) shift involving
the same stimuli as in preshift training.
Under t h i s p r o c e d ur e , the
stimulus-reward relations of preshift
training are maintained for half of the
task instances, but reversed for the
other half. If Ss do learn the task
instances independently, only those
instances which undergo change in
reward relations should pose relearning
problems. Independence in
subproblem learning, then, is measured
by the difference between the learning
funetions on the changed and
unchanged instances.

Tighe et al (1971) applied the
subproblem analysis to data from a
comparison of reversal (R) and ED
s h i fts in children trained in a
two-dimension, two-pair concept task.
T'h e y found that 10-year-olds
exhibited similar learning functions on
unchanged and changed pairs of ED
shift and high error rates on both
pairs. These Ss accomplished R shift
faster than ED shift. In contrast, Graf
& Tighe (1971) observed complete
independence in subproblem learning
by turtles trained in similarly
structured tasks. In an ED shift, these
Ss maintained errorless performance
on the unchanged stimulus pair
throughout releaming of the reversed
pair. Similarly, Tighe & Frey (1972)
found marked independence in
subproblem learning by rats trained in
an R-ED shift comparison. For the
turtles and rats, ED shift was easier
than R shift.
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The present experiment sought
further evidence on the generality of
independent subproblem learning in
infrahuman Ss and on the relation
between pattern of subproblem
learning and relative ease of R vs ED
shifts.

SUBJECTS
The Ss were 16 6-month-old male

White Carneaux pigeons obtained from
the Palmetto Pigeon Plant (Sumter,
South Carolina). The Ss were
maintained at 80% of their
free-feeding weights throughout
training. Due to space limitations, Ss
were trained in two squads (composed
of 7 and 9 Ss) over successive 3-month
periods.

APPARATUS
The apparatus was aLehigh Valley

pigeon chamber (Model 132-02)
equipped with aLehigh Valley 141-10
intelligence panel. Contingencies were
automatically controlled w i th
electromagnetic relays, timers, and
steppers.

PROCEDURE
The Ss received conventional

magazine and keypeck training and
were then trained in a simultaneous
discrimination which required Ss to
choose between two differentially
illuminated response keys. The keys
were illuminated with red or green
light which was either steady or
flickering. Flicker stimuli were
obtained by routing the power which
energized the stimulus lamps through a
15-Hz multivibrator (Grason-Stadler
E783F pulse former). The stimulus
pairs which comprised the
discrimination task (red-steady vs
green-flicker, and red-flickor vs
g re e n-stead y) were presented
according to a Fellows sequence with
regard to order of pair presentation
and left-right position of the pair
members (Fellows, 1967). Each S
received 20 trials per day involving 10
presentations of each stimulus pair. lf
S made a correct response to a
stimulus pair, he received a 4-sec grain
reinforcement, folIowed by a 6-sec
time-out period, after which the next
trial (stimulus pair) was presented. If S
made an error, he received a 12-sec
time-out period, followed by
presentation of the next stimulus pair.

The Ss were trained in the initial
discrimination to a criterion of 18
correct responses on each of 2
successive days. On the day following
attainment of criterion, half the
animals received an R shift and half an
ED shift. For example, an S who had
red as S+ in the initial discrimination
could be given an R shift to green as
S+, or an ED shift to steady or flicker as
S+. Shift training was identical in all
procedural respects to that of the
initial discrimination and was
contimied to the aforementioned
criterion. Red, green, steady, and
flicker were used equally often as the
S+ in both shift conditions, and Ss
were assigned randomly to shift and
S+ conditions.

RESULTS
Analysis of error and trial scores

yielded virtually identical conclusions,
and hence only the error analyses will
be presented here.

Initial Discrimination
The mean number of errors to

criterion for the subgroups trained
with hue relevant and later placed in R
and in ED shift were 17.2 and 15.2,
respectively; the mean errors for
subgroups trained with steady-flicker
cues relevant and later placed in Rand
ED shift were 46.5 and 24.7,
respectively. Factorial analysis of these
data showed that learning was easier
when hue was relevant than when
steady-flicker cues were relevant (F =
35.7, df = 1/12, p< .001), that Ss
assigned to the ED condition made
fewer errors than those assigned to the
R condition (F = 13.4, df = 1/12,
P < .005), and that the interaction
between dimension and shift
assignment was significant (F = 9.26,
df = 1/12, p< .025). Analysis of the
interaction by t tests showed that Ss
assigned to ED shift had fewer errors
than those assigned to R shift under
the steady-flicker relevant condition (t
= 4.93, df = 6, p< .005), but Ss
assigned to Rand ED conditions did
not differ in errors to criterion under
the hue relevant condition (t = .42, df
= 6, p> .50).

Shift Learning
The mean nu mber of errors to

criterion in Rand ED shifts with hue
relevant were 77.0 and 35.5,
respectively; the mean errors in Rand
ED shifts with steady-flicker relevant
were 134.5 and 49.5, respectively.
Factorial analysis of this measure
revealed that ED shift was learned
more readily than R shift (F = 20.6, df
= 1/12, p< .001), and that there were
fewer errors when hue was relevant
than when steady-flicker cues were
relevant (F 6.59, df = 1/12,
P < .025). The F value for the
interaction of dimension and shift task
did not approach significance.

Since there were lower error scores
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Fig.1. Learning functions on ED-e t ED-U t and R shift with steady-flieker
relevant. For R shift , pair trial refers to successive presentations of both stimulus
pairs.

Fig. 2. Learning functions on ED-e t ED-U t and R shift with hue relevant. For
R shift , pair trial refers to sueeessive presentations of both stimulus pairs.
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problern. Three 01' the f'our birds given
the ED problern wit h steady-flicker
relevant never made an error on the
unchanged pair at any time during
shift learning. The remaining bird
made errors on ED- U only on the first
day of shift and then exhibited
errorless performance on this pair
through the -1 remaining days of his
training. Similarly, two of the four
birds given the ED problem with hue
relevant never made an error on ED-U
during shift, while the daily
performances of the remaining two
birds never fell below 80% correct
choice on ED-U.

It is notable that within each
condition of dimension relevant the
error rate on the changed pair of the
ED problem closoly approximated the
error rate for the pairs of R shift.
Essentially, R shift posed two reversal
subproblerns, while ED shift posed one
reversal subprob.em, each of which
was learned at about the same rate.

DISCUSSION
The pattern of subproblem learning

observed in thc present study is
strikingly similar to that found in the
previously cited experiments with rats
and turtles. Taken together, these
s t u d i es s t r o ngl y suggest that
Independent subproblem learning may
be the usual solution mode by
infrahuman Ss within the R-ED
par a digrn. Consequently, R shift
should be relatively difficult for such
Ss, and current review (Kendler, 1971)
indicates that this is the case.

Independence in sub problem
learning, as observed herein, is
unexpected from the viewpoint of
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shift (ED-e) and the unchanged pair
(ED-U), along with the averaged
functions for the two pairs of reversal
shift (R).

The graphs c1early indicate that the
pigeons learned the constituent pairs
of the discrimination shift task as
independent subproblems. Ss in the
ED groups maintained almost errorless
performanee on the unchanged pair of
their shift problem while concurrently
exhibiting a high reversal-like error
rate on the other pair of the same
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among ED shift Ss as eompared to R
shift Ss in the initial discrimination as
weIl as in the shift phase, the
differenee between Rand ED learning
could be due to the chance assignment
of superior learners to the ED
condition. To assess this possibility,
the R vs ED difference was evaluated
by analysis of covariance (Edwards,
1968) applied to the error scores of
the initial and shift discriminations
collapsed over dimensions. This
analysis showed that with adjustment
for the difference in initial learning
the ED group still made significantly
fewer errors than the R group (F =
8.38 t df = 1/13 t p< .02). Thus t the
superiority of ED over R shift leaming
does not depend upon difference in
the nature of the Ss assigned to Rand
ED groups.

Subproblem Analysis
The data of major concern in the

experiment are shown in Figs. 1 and 2,
which depict shift learning in terms of
t h e sub problem anal ysis. In
interpreting these figures, it should be
reealled that an ED shift involves
reversal of the stimulus-reward
relations on one of the stimulus pairs,
the other pair retaining the reward
relations which obtained in the initial
discrimination. Thus, for example, an
S who is shifted from red as S+ to
steady as S+ would continue to be
rewarded for choosing red-steady as
opposed to green-flicker, hut would
have to learn to reverse res ponse to the
pairing of red-flicker vs green-steady.
In R shift, stimulus-reward relations
are reversed for both of the pairs. The
graphs show the group learning
functions for the changed pair in ED
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attention theory (e.g., Sutherland,
1959; Zeaman & House , 1963), which
assumes that discrimination learning in
all Ss proceeds by selective sampling of
the task dimensions and that attention
t o the relevant d i m e nsion is
prerequisite to development of correct
choice behavior. Under this view,
solution of the ED problem requires
extinction of attention to the initially
relevant d i m e ns i o n a n d the
strengthening of attention to the
forrnerly irrelevant dimension. Such
redirection of attention would
necessarily affect performance on
ED-U. More specifically, nonrein
forcement on ED-C should weaken the
attentional response which
is linked to choice on both ED-C and
ED-U and consequently should disrupt
performance on ED- U. Such
disruption may or may not occur early
in shift, but would certainly be
expected as correct choice on ED-C
reaches the chance level. Moreover, at
this point aperiod of chance
responding on ED-U and ED-C would
be expected since following extinction
of attentional response to the formerly
relevant dimension Ss
would have an Initial likelihood of
sampling both relevant and irrelevant
cues. But there is no suggestion of
such behavior changes in Figs. 1 and 2;
rather, the pigeons appear to have
simply shifted choice response on the
speeific stimulus compounds affected
by the altered reinforcement
contingencies.
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The subproblern behavior of the
pigeons is surprising in view of data
attesting to dimension selectivity in
visual discrimination learning by
p i geons. For example, Reynolds
(1961) reported that pigeons learned
about only one of two dimensions
w i t hin a redundant relevant-cue
p a r a d i gm . Ss were trained to
discriminate between two
compounds-r-a white triangle on a red
background (the S+) and a white circle
on a green background (the S-). When
the birds were later tested for response
to each of the four components
separately, they were found to
respond almost exclusively to one
component of the S+. These data are
widely cited to support the view that
discrimination learning in animals is a
highly selective process. However, a
subsequent experiment by Farthing &
Hearst (1970) importantly qualifies
such an Interpretation and helps to
account for the discrepancy between
such observations of dimension
selectivity and the outcome of the
present experiment. Farthing and
Hearst trained pigeons in the manner
of Reynolds' experirnent, but tested
the Ss on compounds of the training
cues as weIl as on the components in
isolation. They found selective
dimensional control on the component
tests, similar to that observed by
Reynolds, but the tests with
compounds showed that response was
controlled by the r e i n f or c ed
compound as well. Thus, dimensional

vs compound control of discriminative
response is not an all-or-none matter
for a given organism, and it seems
reasonable to assume that the
predominant form of stimulus control
depends upon the nature of the test
conditions imposed.
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